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As per Chapter VII of the UN charter, United Nations Security Council is the competent and eligible 
organ thereof to impose Sanctions against the states which make any threat to the peace, breach of the 
peace, or act of aggression, impose sanctions is just one side of the coin and the other side is the effect of 
such sanctions on the human rights of the targeted states.  
Therefore, this dissertation essentially studies on the United Nations International Sanctions 
according to the four research questions (RQs): 1) whether UN sanctions are match or against the 
human rights norms?  2) What is the UN sanctions process from the beginning till now and UN 
sanctions are going to which direction? 3) Where is the conflicts between UNSC sanctions and 
human rights? 4) Does the UN Sanctions Regime really need to be changed? If it does, how? 
The issue of legitimacy of sanctions is not the subject of study in this research, and I am not also 
trying to tackle problems about the concept of the UNSC sanctions, legitimacy or its justification, 
because as per my research plan, it is out of context. But my point of debate in this study is the 
most crucial point of the Human Rights concerns which are naturally being created after the 
execution and performance of the sanctions and also its negative impacts on the ordinary people 
of the subject countries accordingly. It is a quite well-known general reasoning that the 
phenomenon of the sanction has been originally created and invented in order to avoid the 
military actions.  Having accepted this general reasoning and aim for sanction as a means, we 
may now raise a new question that, why we have to avoid military actions? What is the reason 
that the various states of the world and also the United Nations try their best to avoid military 
actions? The reply is quite clear, because as far as we all believe, “sanction” is a mechanism and 
solution between a diplomatic clue and a military action. In the past remote times when  the 
negotiations and diplomatic ways resulted to failure in course of  solving the  problems among 
conflicting states ,the belligerent parties did not know any other solution except war, and of 

















calamity,  demolishing of infrastructure, devastation of resources, creation of natural disasters 
and commencement of  hard time for people of the fighting  countries successively. This was 
why the “Human Being Community” as a whole, started to study for the creation and invention 
of a new middle way mechanism for settlement of problems and conflicts occurring amongst 
various countries of “International Community”, and the world finally discovered mechanism of 
sanction as a result that, the main aim of this new mechanism was manifestly the avoidance of 
sufferance, harm and damage to be imposed to the peoples of the conflicting countries. 
 
Actually, the sanctions which have been imposed to various countries ,have been successful in 
avoiding the conflicting countries to enter into a war, but what about the main aim and principal 
scope of the sanction which is protecting peoples from harm and sufferance? Are the sanctions 
successful and effective in this regard also? These are the main issues of my research in the 
ongoing dissertation. I tried to reply to this question as far as possible. 
 
The first Chapter of the paper  is a short  introduction of dissertation. In the  second Chapter I 
have tried to supply a sort of  criticism  on the  UN sanctions, its evolution  from  the Human 
Rights points of view,  this part contains  the sanctions before 1990 in comparison with the 
sanctiones imposed  after 1990 and I have tried to furnish evidences that show the UNSC 
sanctions destination are in the course of being smarter  and more targeted , but  is not perfectly 
match with the Human Rights standards yet  and the problem  still remained intact, for example  
Iraqi case and the oil for  food program. The third Chapter discuses the direct an indirect effects 
of UNSC sanctions on Human  Rights at the targeted countries, in this course I firstly  tried to 
indicate  where we can find Human Rights Rules  in general and then secondly what  are the 
Human Rights instruments for implementation of such rules in the international community, and 
then how UNSC sanctions can affect  the  human rights . Chapter IV of the desertation  has been 
allocated to  the  Case study and I have chosen the  UN sanctions on Iran. In this chapter,I 
discused  the Iranian sanction process from the beginning till our current time and I raised the 
question of “Human Rights oriented effects” os sanctions on Iranian People, and tried to to point 
out and express the way of consideration, concerns  and  thoughts of  the Islamic Republic of 
Iran leaders about the imposed sanctions thereto. ChapterV is about the solutions and tries to 
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concludes the thesis by outlining the negative  major features of UN economic sanctions that can 
be distilled from the analysis and by discussing how economic sanctions need to be develop in 
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